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Recommended Singles:
2. Retina vigatana
3. Moribunda au terrestre

POWER BURKAS
MAI NEGO L’OCI
Tracklist:
1. Desconeguts
2. Retina vigatana
3. Moribunda au terrestre
4. Decència laboral
5. Flipant estimul virtual
6. Distracció
7. Caminar i pensar
8. School of rock
9. Aquell puto penjat
10. Amor de garrafa
11. Corpres
12. Baixant pel tobogan
13. C-17
14. Fer un grup

I look into the eyes of strangers
Not because I’m lost
But because i want to be

Two years after Llarga vida al tarannà (BCore / Famèlic 2016) wacked faces amongst
the local scene and far on -Its not a strange thing to catch people with the band Tshirt’s one around university campuses or others singing along their songs at concertsthe Vic based Burkas have returned to Gods War with a brand new album named ´Mai
nego l’oci´.
Recorded by themselves at drummer Martí Ferrers’ home studio and yet again counting on the help of co-producer guru Joan Perion (FP) for the mix and master, the band
present fourteen tracks that drink moderately from their first album and mostly -it’s
scary where these lads get their influences from- from the history of rock.

Selling Points:
- You’re looking for young bands with a rock background that try to do something new.
- If you like songs with an acid sense of humour,
pathos, frustration and happiness at the same
time.
- A DIY product, the whole album concept and
design made by the band entirely.
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What do we mean with ‘the history of rock’? We mean Frank Zappa and Presidents of
the USA, we mean a punk styled Queen without forgetting their adored Fugazi and
Surfing Sirles. What we mean is that the Power Burkas have taken and used whatever
they felt like. And even if the album sometimes reaches real operistic moments and the
listener can suddenly think ‘Shit, this is gonna go wrong’, they manage to get there,
with a standing ovation.
You only need to start listening to find out yourself. That full-power start with
Desconeguts and its surprising super high-pitched vocals - one of the most important
changes since Llarga vida- and premonitory sixties backing vocals. Decencia Laboral
and Flipant Estimul Virtual unravel the psychedelia and its impossible not to laugh with
the miaus and tappings. The non-perfect lyrics that want to express that feeling of ‘I
want to talk about something really important in my life but its coming out weird, I’m
getting muddled up and don’t know...’ (typical in pop like hardcore). And finally, you can
hear how the album takes a deep breath before submerging into an impressionable
number of hits that bring the album to an end (watch out for C-17, Amor de Garrafa,
Baixant el tobogán or Fer un group).
You’ll like it if you’re looking for 40 minutes of music that goes far further than the standard context of scenes, genres and languages. This is high-level rock album.
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